
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 91, iss. 9, pp. 487 { 492 c 2010 May 10Four-point vector correlators and AdS/QCD correspondenceM.KonyushikhinSUBATECH, Universit�e de Nantes, 44307 Nantes, FranceInstitute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 117259 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 22 March 2010We derive the four-point vector correlators in QCD from AdS/QCD correspondence. It is shown thatmeson poles are correctly reproduced. The �nal expression also suggests a nonzero amplitude in the limit ofzero virtuality of two longitudinal photons. This fact does not mean that one can produce, absorb or scatterreal longitudinal photons.I. Introduction. It is known that some stronglycoupled gauge theories have a dual description. Inthe recent years several e�ective models of AdS/QCDduality were suggested. For example, a simple �ve-dimensional framework in a curved background intro-duced in [1] appears to be useful for obtaining low-energy quantities. Namely, in this model with onlythree free parameters one can reproduce lightest mesonmasses, their decay rates and couplings with a surpris-ingly good precision. The model is described in the nextsection.In the present paper we derive the four-point vectorcurrent correlator in QCD in the strong coupling limitwithin AdS/QCD model introduced in [1].We introduce an additional dilaton �eld [2] in orderto reproduce Regge behavior of meson masses at largeenergies. It is shown that our result correctly reproducesmeson spectrum at small and at large energies. The ex-pression (8) suggests the �nal answer for the QCD four-point vector correlator.We also calculate the four-point vector current corre-lator with two conserved and two longitudinal currents.The expression (11) shows that the resulting amplitudeis �nite when virtuality of longitudinal photons tends tozero. This naively suggests that there is a nonzero pos-sibility to emit real longitudinal photons. In the con-trary, gauge invariance strongly prohibits the possibil-ity of producing, absorbing and scattering real longitu-dinal gauge particles in physical processes. Athoughtthe processes involving virtual longitudinal gauge parti-cles exist and give the essential contribution to the fullcross-section, this does not explain the contradiction.An analogous problem was already discussed in [3, 4]in the context of processes in massless quantum elec-trodynamics. It was shown that such a contradictionhas a physically sensible explanation. On the one hand,it happens that the amplitude in the limit of longitudi-nal photon zero virtuality is not smooth. This implies

that one can not judge about real longitudinal photoninteraction by this limit. On the other hand, althoughthe discussed processes can in principle be observed indeep inelastic collisions, the smallest experimentally de-tectable virtuality p2 is of orderE=L (E is photon energyand L is the characteristic apparatus size).An additional Chern-Simons term can be introducedto the theory [5 { 7]. In the case of vector correlator itscontribution is zero as it has the form SCS[AL]�SCS[AR]with AL = AR = V .We also derive some particular kinematic limits andshow that the result has a symmetric form. Namely,if two external momenta are on-shell, the resulting four-point function is symmetric with respect to the exchangeof any other two squared momenta and the s Mandel-stamm variable.In the next section we briey discuss the model. Inthe section III the general form of four-point vector cor-relator is given. In the section IV we consider someparticular limits, and the conclusions in the section Vcomplete the paper.II. The model. The simple holographic �ve-dimensional model of QCD suggested in [1] describesdual dynamics of left- and right-handed currents corre-sponding to the SUL(Nf )� SUR(Nf ) chiral avor sym-metry of QCD. The 5D actionS=Z d4xdze��pgTr�jDX j2+3 jX j2� 14g25 �F 2L+F 2R��(1)(D�X = @�X � iAL�X + iXAR�, g5 = 12�2=Nf ), writ-ten in the anti-de Sitter metric,ds2 = 1z2 ��dz2 + dx�dx�� ; (2)is de�ned for three �elds. These are the scalar Xa in bi-fundamental representation of SUL(Nf )�SUR(Nf ) andleft and right gauge vector �elds AaL�, AaR� (correspond-ing to chiral left- and right-handed currents). In these�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 91 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010 487



488 M.Konyushikhinterms, the four-dimensional QCD theory lies on AdSboundary. It is more convenient for us to use vectorV a� and axial Aa� gauge �elds de�ned by AL = V + A,AR = V � A. They describe vector and axial currentsin 4D theory. See [1] for details.The model at hand must include in some way a pa-rameter of dimension of mass responsible to chiral sym-metry breaking. It is its presence that allows one to re-produce low energy physics. We consider two simplestways to introduce this parameter. The hard-wall model[1] corresponds to the special case when the dilaton �eld� is zero and the AdS5 space is cut at some \infrared"point z = zIR (zIR = 1=323 MeV). The second casecorresponds to the so called soft-wall model when theexternal dilaton �eld � = �2z2 (� � 300 MeV) givesthe scale parameter for the theory. It provides the cor-rect meson Regge trajectories [2]. We derive all expres-sions in the general way so that they can be applied forboth models. Some of their di�erences are compared insection IV.Throughout this paper the gauge ALz = ARz = 0 isused and �, �, �, : : : stand for 4-dimensional indices.Finally, it is necessary to impose boundary condi-tions for the �elds at hand. We put AL� = AR� = 0at z = 0 and appropriate boundary conditions at largez. For the hard-wall model we take @zFL(z = zIR) =@zFR(z = zIR) = 0; for the soft-wall model one shouldtake the natural boundary conditions at z =1 to makethe action �nite. See below about the X �eld boundaryconditions.Let us write the classical quadratic equations of mo-tion for left and right vector �elds (AL or AR):�@z e��(z)z @z � e��(z)z @2�Aa� + e��(z)z @�@�Aa� = 0:(3)In this way, using the appropriate boundary conditions,the solution to the equation (3) correctly reproduces me-son spectrum. (Whereas the hard-wall model reproducescorrectly only low-lying meson spectrum.) Namely, weintroduce vector �eld propagator (in the 4D momentumrepresentation) G��(k; z; z0) == ��g�� � k�k�k2 �Gk2(z; z0) + k�k�k2 G0(z; z0); (4)�@z e��(z)z @z + k2 e��(z)z �Gk2 (z; z0) = i�(z � z0): (5)Here k� is a 4D momentum. Note that longitudinal partof G��(k; z; z0) does not depend on k2. The k2 poles

of Gk2 (z; z0) correspond to meson masses in this holo-graphic model and are in good agreement with experi-mental data.The vacuum in this theory corresponds to AL =AR = 0. Let us tell some words about theX �eld bound-ary conditions [1]. In the model without a dilaton �eldthe solution on a vacuum X state isX = 12Mz + 12�z3; (6)where the matrix M corresponds to the quark massmatrix and � can be viewed as a quark condensate,��� = 
�q�q��. In the model with a dilaton �eld theexpression (6) must be considered as a boundary condi-tion at UV (small z). We choose the simplest possiblecase when both matrices are proportional to unit ma-trix, M = mq1, � = �1. In this way, the X �eld itselfis proportional to the unit matrix and drops out fromour computations.As the AdS/QCD duality suggests, connectedGreen's functions in QCD can be generated by di�er-entiating the classical �ve-dimensional action (1) withrespect to the sources (UV boundary conditions onAL(z; x) and AR(z; x)). The classical �ve-dimensionalaction can be easily derived by summing the tree Feyn-man diagrams. Particularly, to obtain the four-pointvector Green's function we need to sum over four graphs(see Figure). In order to make the expression �nite
(  )b ( )c (  )d(a)Four-point Feynman graphs as viewed from a 5D theory.Free legs correspond to \bulk-to-boundary propagator"at the UV boundary (small z) we introduce a cuto�z = � ! 0 and follow the renormalization procedure[8]. Note again that the �eld X does not interact withthe vector �eld V a� as their interaction refers to thecommutator [V�; X ] with the vacuum �eld X which isproportional to the unit matrix. In the derivation offour-point function of axial vector �elds one needs toinclude an extra diagram representing an intermediateX �eld particle exchange.III. Vector four-point functions. A. Conservedcurrents four-point function. Let us discuss the �rstvector four-point function { the holographic dual of cor-relator of four conserved vector currents in 4D theory,i.e. when there are no sources for the axial �eld Aa�(x; z)and the source for the vector �eld is V a� (x; �) = va�(x),�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 91 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



Four-point vector correlators and AdS/QCD correspondence 489@�va�(x) = 0. The answer can be easily obtained bysummarizing the Feynman graphs (Figure):S5(?;?;?;?) = 14!wabcd���(?;?;?;?) va1�vb2�vc3vd4� ;(7)
where vai� � va�(ki) is a Fourier transformation of va�(x),k�va�(k) = 0. It is not di�cult to understand the mean-ing of wabcd���. As it is already mentioned, the di�er-entiation of (7) with respect to the sources va�(k) givesthe result of calculation of 4D vector four-point functionfrom its 5-dimensional perspective. The explicit expres-sion iswabcd���(?;?;?;?) = 1g25 �� �Z dzz e��(z)V1(z)V2(z)V3(z)V4(z)��� hfabefcde �g�g�� � g��g��+ facef bde �g��g� � g��g��+ fadef bce �g��g� � g�g��� i++ 4i �Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)V1(z)V2(z)G(k1+k2)2 (z; z0) V3(z0)V4(z0)� fabefecd �� hg�k�1 k�3 � g�k�2 k�3 + g��k�2 k4 � g��k�1 k4 + g�� �k1k�2 � k�1k2 �++g� �k�3 k�4 � k�3 k�4 �+ 14g��g�(k1 � k2)?(k3 � k4)?�++ i �Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)V1(z)V2(z)G0 (z; z0)V3(z0)V4(z0)� fabefecdg��g� �k21 � k22� �k23 � k24�(k1 + k2)2 ++htwo transpositionsio : (8)Here fabc { structure constants of SU(Nf ) andVi(z) � V (k2i ; z) are the \bulk-to-boundary propaga-tors" which satisfy (5) with zero right hand side andsubject to the boundary conditions V (k2; �) = 1 (andappropriate zero conditions at z = zIR or z =1).The transverse part of the last term in the �fth lineis taken with respect to k1 + k2 = �k3 � k4, i.e.(k1 � k2)? (k3 � k4)? == (k1 � k2) (k3 � k4) + �k21 � k22� �k23 � k24�(k1 + k2)2 : (9)Let us describe the meaning of these terms. The�rst term is obtained just from the 4-vertex interactionof gauge �elds (the graph a on Fiure), the second isthe interaction via the virtual transverse vector particleand the third one is obtained from the interaction withlongitudinal vector particle. The three terms of (8) areactually obtained from the diagrams a and b on Figure,and the answer needs to be symmetrized with respectto the permutations of V in the second and third terms.That is why we sum over two transpositions in (8) (di-agrams c and d on Figure).The integral in the square brackets in the �rst termof (8) has a UV divergency when �! 0. Indeed, at small

z �(z) � 0, Vi(z) � 1 and we have R� dzz � ln �. ThisUV divergency can be eliminated by adding a boundaryconterterm to the action [8]. In the particular case thismeans that replacing � ! �, where � is the UV regula-tor, is su�cient. The second and the third terms in (8)are �nite, and after renormalization the whole answer isUV �nite.B. Two conserved and two longitudinal currents.In the same way one can obtain the expression for thefour-point vector current correlator in the case of twoconserved and two longitudinal currents. This meansthat we consider the third, nonphysical polarization ofva�(k) (the third solution of k�va�(k) = 0) and take thelimit k2 ! 0. Thus, the expression written below canbe obtained from (8) by taking va�(k3) and va�(k4) as thethird polarizations and taking the limit k23;4 ! 0.We denote conserved currents va�(k) like in the pre-vious subsection, V a� (k; �) = va�(k). For longitudinalcurrents V a� (k; �) = k�va(k). The corresponding �ve-dimensional holographic action can be written as followsS5(?;?; k; k) = 14wabcd�� (?;?; k; k) va1�vb2�vc3vd4 : (10)As in the previous subsection, wabcd�� represents the holo-graphic dual of four-point vector correlator in QCD,�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 91 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



490 M.Konyushikhinwabcd�� (?;?; k; k) = 1g25 �� �Z dzz e��(z)V1(z)V2(z)� k�3 k�4�� hfabefcde �g�g�� � g��g��+ facef bde �g��g� � g��g��+ fadef bce �g��g� � g�g��� i++ 2i �Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)V1(z)V2(z)G(k1+k2)2 (z; z0)� fabefecd �� (k1 + k2)2 �k�3 k�4 � k�3 k�4 + 14g�� (k1 � k2)? (k3 � k4)?�++ i �Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)V1(z)G(k1+k3)2 (z; z0)V2(z0)� facefedb �� g�� � k�3 k�4(k1 + k3)2!h (k1 + k3)2 � k21ih (k1 + k3)2 � k22i++ i �Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)V1(z)G0 (z; z0)V2(z0)� facefedb � k�3 k�4 k21k22(k1 + k3)2 ++hone transposition 3$ 4io : (11)One should remember that \bulk-to-boundary" prop-agator for longitudinal particle is equal to unity:Vk(k2; z) = 1. This is the reason why only two V arepresent in z integrals in (11). Thus, the �rst term isobtained from the graph a on Figure, the second termrepresents the graph b. The third and fourth terms areobtained from the graph c. The transposition of k3 andk4 gives the graph d. Note that longitudinal intermedi-ate particle also contribute to the �nal expression.Thereby, formulas (8) and (11) represent the holo-graphic QCD predictions for the four-point vector cur-rents correlators. Apart from color and Lorentz struc-ture they contain nontrivial external momenta depen-dencies represented as integrals over the �fth coordinatein the AdS space. It is instructive to analyze these de-pendencies in some particular cases. For both formulas(8) and (11) we consider two cases: all external photonsare real, two of them are virtual.IV. Particular limits. The z-dependent integralsin (8) and (11) represent nontrivial, non-perturbativecontributions to the correlators. Apparently, they areexpressed as one-dimensional tree Feynman diagrams.There are two types of such integrals: contact integrals(the �rst lines in (8) and (11)) and terms represent-ing one-particle exchange. Contact terms diverge andshould be regularized [8]. One-particle exchange termsare �nite. It is possible to calculate some particular lim-its of one-particle exchange terms in hard-wall and soft-wall models explicitly. Namely, the processes involvingtwo real (or nearly real) external photons, which haveunity \bulk-to-boundary" propagators V = 1.

A. All four photons are real. The most simple limitis to put all the external momenta on shell: k2i = 0.Note, in this case the terms in Eqs. (8) and (11), whichrepresent the interaction of particles via the intermedi-ate longitudinal particle vanish. The next simpli�cationcomes from the fact that all Vi(z) = 1. This means thatthere is only one type of nontrivial z-integral:Is = �i Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)Gs (z; z0) : (12)This integral can be calculated precisely in both hard-wall and soft-wall models. To do so, let us introduce thefunction Ks(z) = �i Z dz0z0 e��(z0)Gs (z; z0) ; (13)which satisfy the equation�ze�(z)@z e��(z)z @z + s�Ks(z) = 1: (14)For the soft-wall after changing the variables t = �2z2and shifting Ks Eq. (14) turns into Kummer's equationwith the parameters a = �s=4�2, b = 0. For the hard-wall model the solution of Eq. (14) is just Bessel func-tions. For any model we writeKs(z) = 1s f1� V (s; z)g ; (15)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 91 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



Four-point vector correlators and AdS/QCD correspondence 491where V (s; z) coincide with V (k2; z) de�ned in (8) and(11). For the hard-wall and soft-wall models respectivelywe obtain V hw(s; z) == z� J1 (psz)Y0 (pszIR)� J0 (pszIR) Y1 (psz)J1 (ps�)Y0 (pszIR)� J0 (pszIR) Y1 (ps�) ;V sw(s; z) = U �� s4�2 ; 0;�2z2�U �� s4�2 ; 0;�2�2� ; (16)where Jn(z), Yn(z) { Bessel functions, U(a; b; z) { theconuent hypergeometric function U .Performing integration in (12) gives for the hard-wallmodel Ihws = Z dzz e��(z)Ks(z) == 12s �ln sz2IR4 + 2 � �Y0 (pszIR)J0 (pszIR) � (17)( is Euler's constant). At large s Ihws behaves asIhws � 12s �ln sz2IR4 + 2 � � + 2�1 + tan (pszIR)� :(18)The structure of Ihws at large s is particularly remark-able. Apart from the logarithm and the constant term inbrackets it contains all the \mass" poles s = m2 � n2.The analogous expression can be written for the soft-wall model,Isws = Z dzz e��(z)Ks(z) = H�s=4�22s ; (19)where harmonic number function for integer n is de�nedas Hn =Pnk=1 1k . As s!1Isws � 12s �ln s4�2 +  + � cot �s4�2� ; (20)and soft-wall model correctly reproduces Regge poless = m2 � n. As we see, the pole structure is di�erent ineach model, but large s dependence remains the same.This means that one can calculate large s dependence in\any-wall" model (with any z dependence in IR region)and it will coincide with hard/soft-wall model results,but the pole structure may be di�erent.It could be also useful to calculate (12) for slightlyvirtual particles, but computation gives the same ln sdependence, where s can be any k2.B. Only two photons are real. In the limit k21 = x,k22 = y, k23 = k24 = 0 it is not possible to compute all the

z integrals in (8) and (11) even in the large s limit. Butone can take the integral of typeIs(x; y) =� i Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)V (x; z)Gs (z; z0) V (y; z0):(21)It can be computed in both models. To do so, let usintroduce the functionK(V )s;y (z) = �i Z dz0z0 e��(z0)Gs (z; z0)V (y; z0); (22)which satisfy the Eq. (14) with V (y; z) at right hand sideinstead of 1. The solution for the equationK(V )s;y (z) = ss� yKs(z) + yy � sKy(z) (23)is a linear combination of K(z) de�ned in (13). Now,the integral (21) can be computed:Is(x; y) = Z dzz e��(z)V (x; z)K(V )s;y (z) ==� i ss� y Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)V (x; z)Gs(z; z0)�� i yy � s Z dzz e��(z) dz0z0 e��(z0)V (x; z)Gy(z; z0): (24)Repeating again the trick in Eqs. (22), (23) we obtainIs(x; y) = s2(s� x) (s� y)Is ++ x2(x� s) (x� y)Ix + y2(y � s) (y � x) Iy: (25)It is worth mentioning that the last expression issymmetric in s, x and y.V. Conclusions. In the present paper we made thepredictions for the strong coupling limit of four-pointvector correlators in QCD from AdS/QCD. The �nal ex-pressions are represented by formulas (8) and (11). Theanswer includes the nontrivial external momenta depen-dent factors, which are represented as integrals over the�fth coordinate. We have also computed some particu-lar on-shell and large-energy limits and found that theseintegral factors correctly reproduce meson spectrum atsmall and at large energies.The nonzero expression (11) suggests naively anonzero possibility of emitting real longitudinal photons.This is not the case [3, 4]. The 5-dimensional gauge in-variance prohibits this. The explanation of the paradoxis related to the fact that the limit of longitudinal photonzero virtuality is not smooth. The virtual longitudinalphoton processes contribute to the full amplitude and�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 91 ¢»¯. 9 { 10 2010



492 M.Konyushikhincross-section. Such processes in principle could be de-tected in the experiment of deep inelastic scattering butthe smallest observable photon virtuality is of order E=Lwith L being the typical apparatus size.The log s dependence does not coincide with whatwas obtained in [10] for planar N = 2 super Yang-Millstheory.It will be interesting to make the similar derivationsfor the axial four-point correlators as it requires includ-ing the contribution of the axial current interaction withthe scalar �eld. Moreover, the Chern-Simons term mayalso give contribution. See also recent papers [9, 11 { 14]on the subject.I am grateful to Alexander Gorsky for stimulatingdiscussions and supervision in this work. I am alsograteful to Andrei V. Smilga for useful discussions. Iwould like to thank Olga Driga for careful reading themanuscript. This work was supported in part by grantsPICS-07-0292165, RFBR-07-02-01161 and grant of lead-ing scienti�c schools NSH-3036.2008.2.1. J. Erlich, E. Katz, D.T. Son, and M. A. Stephanov,Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 261602 (2005) [arXiv:hep-ph/0501128].2. A. Karch, E. Katz, D.T. Son, and M. A. Stephanov,Phys. Rev. D 74, 015005 (2006) [arXiv:hep-
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